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Spin-triplet superconductors potentially host topological excitations that are of
interest for quantum information processing. We report the discovery of spin-triplet
superconductivity in UTe2, featuring a transition temperature of 1.6 kelvin and a very large
and anisotropic upper critical field exceeding 40 teslas. This superconducting phase
stability suggests that UTe2 is related to ferromagnetic superconductors such as
UGe2, URhGe, and UCoGe. However, the lack of magnetic order and the observation of
quantum critical scaling place UTe2 at the paramagnetic end of this ferromagnetic
superconductor series. A large intrinsic zero-temperature reservoir of ungapped fermions
indicates a highly unconventional type of superconducting pairing.

T
opological superconductivity has attracted
great interest in condensed matter physics
because of its potential application for topo-
logical quantum computing (1–4). A promis-
ing platform for topological superconductivity

and Majorana fermions is the spin-triplet super-
conducting pairing state. For instance, the earliest
theoretical model system of topological super-
conductivity was a one-dimensional (1D) spinless
p-wave superconductor, which hosts Majorana
zero modes at the ends of the chain (5). In 2D
spinless chiral p-wave superconductors,Majorana
zero modes bind to the superconducting vortices
(6).However, triplet paring rarely exists in nature—
only a dozen from the few thousand superconduct-
ing compounds discovered so far have been iden-
tified as candidatematerials. Therefore, in the past
decade, the experimental realization of topological
superconductors has been sought in engineered
topological phases, such as heterostructures in
which triplet paring is induced by proximity ef-
fect with conventional s-wave superconductors
(7). Intrinsic triplet superconductors, where the
pairing state emerges by virtue of the materials’
internal properties, have been underexplored owing
to the limited number of candidate compounds,
such as Sr2RuO4 (8–10) and UPt3 (11, 12).
Here, we report the discovery of a flavor of

superconductivity inUTe2 that exhibits the crucial
ingredients of a spin-triplet pairing state—namely,
an extremely large, anisotropic upper critical
field Hc2; temperature-independent nuclear mag-
netic resonance (NMR) Knight shift; and pow-
er law behavior of electronic specific heat and

nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate in the super-
conducting state. In addition, UTe2 closely re-
sembles ferromagnetic superconductors, but with
a dramatically enhanced transition temperature
and upper critical field relative to known com-
pounds (13–16), and a paramagnetic normal
state; this suggests thatUTe2 is the paramagnetic
end member of a ferromagnetic superconductor
series.
UTe2 crystallizes in the orthorhombic, centro-

symmetric structure (space group 71 Immm).
U atoms compose parallel linear chains oriented
along the [100] a axis (Fig. 1C), which coincides
with the magnetic easy axis, as seen in the mag-
netic susceptibility M/H, where M is magnetiza-
tion and H is magnetic field strength (Fig. 2A).
The low symmetry of this structure is responsible
for the large magnetic anisotropy (17), similar
to the anisotropy in the orthorhombic, ferro-
magnetic superconductors URhGe and UCoGe
(14, 15). Unlike these compounds, or the isoelec-
tronic compound USe2 (18), the temperature
dependence of the magnetization and electrical
resistivity show no indications of a phase transi-
tion to a magnetically ordered state (Fig. 2). The
high-temperature magnetization data show para-
magnetic behavior along all three crystallographic
axes. A Curie-Weiss fit yields an effective moment
of 2.8 bohr magnetons per unit (mB/U), reduced
from the value of a fully degenerate 5f 2 or 5f 3

configuration. At low temperatures, the magne-
tization decreases along the b axis and becomes
temperature-independent, a signature of Kondo
coherence (19), whereas along the a axis the
magnetization increases sharply and then shows
a slight slope change at ~10 K, likely thanks to
the Kondo coherence as well. No indication of
phase transition at 10 K is observed from specific
heat (see fig. S10) or resistivity measurements
(Fig. 2C).
The high-temperature electrical resistivity r(T)

is typical of uncorrelated, paramagnetic moments
in the presence of single-ion Kondo hybridiza-
tion with the conduction band, which is respon-

sible for the negative slope. At temperatures below
a crossover marked by maximal resistivity, the
Kondo hybridization yields coherent electronic
bands, resulting in a metallic temperature-
dependence (Fig. 2C). Although UTe2 does not
magnetically order, the low-temperature mag-
netic behavior shows that UTe2 is on the verge of
ferromagnetism. Below 10 K, the a axis mag-
netization exhibits neither conventional field/
temperature (H/T) paramagnetic scaling nor
Arrott-Noakes ferromagnetic critical scaling (20)
(see fig. S7). Instead, the data scale in accordance
with the Belitz-Kirkpatrick-Vojta (BKV) theory of
metallic ferromagnetic quantum criticality (21).
For temperatures < 9 K and fields < 3 T, the
magnetization data scale as M/Tb versus H/Tb+g

(Fig. 2D), using BKV critical exponents (b = 1, g =
0.5, d = 1.5), behavior that has only otherwise
been observed in NiCoCr0.8 (22). This scaling,
extending over five orders ofmagnitude, indicates
that UTe2 is a quantum critical ferromagnet,
dominated by strongmagnetic fluctuations. BKV
theory applies to disordered metals and there-
fore, in principle, should not be applicable to
UTe2, which is in the clean limit (with a residual
resistivity ratio of ~30). Instead, a ferromagnetic
quantum phase transition is expected to be first
order in the clean limit (23). Therefore, the ob-
servation of quantum criticality in UTe2 calls for
a different theory.
The transition from this correlated normal

state to a superconducting ground state below
the critical temperature Tc = 1.6 K is robust and
sharp, as is evident in the low-temperature r(T ),
acmagnetization c(T) and specific heat C(T) data
(Fig. 3). There is a large residual value of the
Sommerfeld coefficient g0 = 55 mJ/mol·K2 in the
superconducting state, or approximately half of
the normal state value 110mJ/mol·K2, fromwhich
it is immediately apparent that either a large
fraction of the sample is not superconducting or
half of the conduction electrons at the chemical
potential in this material are not gapped by the
superconducting transition; the latter is indic-
ative of an unconventional pairingmechanism,
such as what occurs in UPt3, UCoGe, and UGe2
(24, 25). There is little variation in the residual
g0 value between samples of UTe2 with slightly
different Tc (fig. S12), suggesting that the large
residual electronic density of states is likely an
intrinsic, disorder-insensitive property of UTe2.
The normalized jump in C(T ) at Tc is DC/gTc =
2.5, which is much larger than the conventional
Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer value of 1.43 expected
from weak coupling, placing the system in the
strong coupling regime; here, g includes only the
part that superconducts below Tc and is obtained
by subtracting the residual value from the full
value. For temperatures below Tc, C(T ) follows a
power law, with the exponent n ~ 3.2, reflecting
the presence of point nodes.
Perhaps the most pronounced sign of uncon-

ventional superconductivity is obvious in the
upper critical field Hc2 of this superconductor.
The resistivity as a function of temperature for
different magnetic fields applied along the three
principal crystal axes is shown in Fig. 4. TheHc2
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is strongly anisotropic, with the value along b
exceeding the two orthogonal directions by a
factor of 4 at 1 K. The zero-temperature limit of
Hc2 along b well exceeds the highest measured
magnetic field of 20 T, and we conservatively
estimate a value of 40 T on the basis of the cur-
vature of the critical field in UCoGe (26). TheHc2

value is very sensitive to the alignment of mag-
netic field along the b axis (fig. S5).
The upper critical field of a conventional sin-

glet superconductor is restricted by both of the
orbital and paramagnetic pair-breaking effects. The
zero-temperature orbital limit in superconduc-
tors is often well described by the Werthamer-
Helfand-Hohenberg (WHH) theory H orb =
0.7dHc2dTcjTc

Tc (27). Although it can account for
the response to field along the a axis, the WHH
model otherwise disagrees drastically with our
experimental results, most prominently along
the b axis, where the slope ofHc2 at Tc is ~17 T/K
along b, which leads to an expected Horb = 20 T
for this direction. The conventional paramag-
netic zero-temperature limit is given by Hpara =
1.86Tc (28), yielding Hpara = 3 T for UTe2. In
the zero-temperature limit, the experimental
Hc2 value well exceeds Hpara in all three di-
rections and by almost an order of magnitude
along the b axis, excluding spin-singlet order
parameters.
The violation of the orbital limit in directions

perpendicular to the magnetic easy axis (the a
axis) is consistent with the behavior of the fer-
romagnetic superconductors (29) anddiffers qual-
itatively from the relatively low Hc2 values found
in other paramagnetic triplet superconductors
(8, 30). The unusual shape of the Hc2 curve of
UTe2 resembles those of UCoGe (26) and URhGe
(31), inwhich ferromagnetic spin fluctuations are
believed to mediate the superconducting pairs
(25). Although the normal state of UTe2 is not
magnetically ordered, the notable similarities
suggest that its superconducting pairs are also
mediated by ferromagnetic spin fluctuations, in-
dicating that it is the end member of the series
of ferromagnetic superconductors. When super-
conducting pairing is mediated by ferromagnetic
spin fluctuations, the field dependence of the
magnetization is coupled to the field dependence
of the superconducting coupling strength (32), as
verified in UCoGe and URhGe (33). The coupling
strength l as a function of magnetic field can be
estimated based on the behavior of Hc2 and g
(24). Especially prominent is the large increase
in l along the b axis of ~50% (fig. S6), which far
exceeds the field-induced enhancement of l in
UCoGe (33).
Further confirmation of spin-triplet pairing in

UTe2 comes from NMR measurements, which
are sensitive to internalmagnetic fields (Fig. 3D).
No change of the peak position is observed in the
125Te-NMR spectra between normal and super-
conducting states, leading to a temperature-
independent value of the 125Te Knight shift K,
which is proportional to the spin susceptibility of
the quasiparticles forming the superconducting
pairs. In singlet-paired superconductors, K de-
creases below Tc, whereas in UTe2, K remains
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Fig. 2. Normal state properties of UTe2. (A) Temperature dependence of magnetization for
three different directions of magnetic field of 0.1 T. For the field in a direction, the gray
dashed line is the fit to the power law in the low-temperature region, whereas the black dashed
line is the fit to the Curie-Weiss law in the high-temperature region. (Inset) Magnetization as
a function of applied field in three directions at 1.8 K. (B) Magnetization data at 1.8 K
upon increasing and decreasing magnetic field in the low field range showing no hysteresis.
The upper bound for an ordered moment is 0.0003 mB/U obtained from the zero field
magnetization value. (C) Temperature dependence of electric resistivity data in zero magnetic
field with electric current applied along a and b axes. (D) M/T as a function of H/T1.5 for
different temperatures. All the data collapse onto a single line. This scaling corresponds to
the BKV theory of metallic ferromagnetic quantum criticality (see text).

Fig. 1. Structure of UTe2. (A) Global phase diagram of ferromagnetic superconductors; UTe2 is
located at the paramagnetic end of the series. (B) A photo of a single crystal of UTe2 grown using
chemical vapor transport method on the millimeter scale. (C) Crystal structure of UTe2, with U atoms
in blue and Te atoms in gray. The U atoms sit on chains parallel to the [100] a axis, which coincides
with the magnetic easy axis, illustrated by the magenta arrows.
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constant on passing through Tc, signifying that
the superconducting pair is a spin triplet (34, 35).
The unconventional nature of the superconductivity
in UTe2 is also observed in the temperature de-
pendence of 125Te nuclear spin-lattice relaxa-
tion rate 1/T1 (fig. S16). 1/T1 shows a steep drop
below ~1 K without showing a Hebel-Slichter
coherence peak in 1/T1 just below Tc, which is
expected for conventional BSC superconduc-
tors. The temperature dependence of 1/T1 below
Tc follows a power law behavior 1/T1 ~ T 6 which
is close to the 1/T1 ~ T 5 relation expected from the
point-node gap structure (36, 37), consistent with
the results of the specific heat measurement.
Having established clear evidence for spin-

triplet pairing, one possible superconducting
pairing symmetry consistent with a large frac-
tion of ungapped electronic states of UTe2 is the
nonunitary triplet state, inwhich a two-component
superconducting order parameter has two differ-
ent energy gaps. However, such a state is generally
not expected for paramagnetic, orthorhombic sys-
tems with strong spin-orbit coupling—this sce-
nario applies toUTe2 unless the effective spin-orbit
coupling is demonstrated to be weak owing to
special circumstances. No other standard arche-
type fits all measured properties of UTe2, and any
candidate state must account for the large field
anisotropy, nodal gap structure, and the large
residual electronic density of states, which are
by themselves unusual. The high upper critical
field itself suggests that the superconducting
state resembles a condensate of equal spin pairs.
One general possibility is band-selective super-
conductivity in a highly anisotropic electronic
structure havingmultiple Fermi surfaces. Ongoing
electronic structure measurements will help to
determinewhether such a description is applicable
here. Regardless, explaining the relevance of ferro-
magnetic quantum criticality and the role of spin
fluctuations will require further theoretical work.
The discovery of this superconducting state

opens the door to advances in the study of spin-
triplet pairing, topological electronic states, and
their application to quantum information technol-
ogy. As a paramagnetic version of ferromagnetic
superconductors, UTe2 is a promising topological
superconductor (38) and may host Majorana ex-
citations that can be detected by angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy or scanning tunnel-
ing microscope (39).
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Fig. 3. Superconducting state properties of UTe2.Temperature dependence of (A) resistivity and
(B) ac magnetization data at low temperatures showing bulk superconductivity. (C) Electric contribution to
heat capacity (phonon contribution has been subtracted as explained in the supplementary materials) in
zero field and 7 T, divided by temperature, is shown as a function of temperature, illustrating g in the
superconducting and normal states. Magnetic field is applied along the a axis. (D) Temperature dependence
of 125Te NMR Knight shift K below and near Tc of powdered UTe2 sample (left axis) and of the resonance
frequency f of the NMR tank circuit confirming the superconducting state and Tc (right axis). H = 1.13 T.

Fig. 4. Upper critical field Hc2 of UTe2. (A to C) Color contour plots of resistivity value as a function of
temperature and magnetic field, with magnetic fields applied along (A) the b axis, (B) the c axis, and (C) the
a axis.The current is applied along the a axis. (D) The Hc2 value as a function of T in three directions. Dotted
lines represent the WHH fit of the Hc2 data. (E) Temperature-dependent resistivity data in magnetic fields
applied along the b axis up to 20 T. Curves were measured using a constant magnetic field interval of 1 T.
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